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Abstract—Proactive caching is a promising technique used to
minimize peak traffic rates by storing popular data, in advance,
at different nodes in the network. We study a cellular network
with one base station (BS) communicating with multiple mobile
units (MUs). The BS has a number of cached files to be delivered
to the MUs upon demand, and the popularities of these files are
changing over time. We show that proactively and constantly
updating the MU finite caches and jointly encoding the delivery
of different demanded files to the MUs over different time
slots minimize the delivery sum rate. We propose two different
schemes for a two different scenarios, where the file popularities
over time can be either arbitrary increasing or decreasing for the
first scheme and decreases with demand for the second scheme.
Numerical results show the benefits of the proposed schemes, over
conventional caching schemes, in terms of reducing the delivery
sum rate.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cellular network traffic has shifted over the past decade
from mainly locally generated instantaneous traffic (voice
calls) to centrally generated delay-tolerant bulks of traffic
(data communication) [1]. This brought a need for change in
the information theoretic analysis of communication networks.
Contrary to voice calls, mostly the delay between time of data
generation and time of data demand at the receivers is large. In
this context, the data can be stored midway in different nodes
along with the transmitter and receivers. Moreover, the shift
from speech to data traffic contradicts the classical assumption
of network analysis that the messages are generally independent. In a sense, the information paradigm is more complex
where the demand for a certain piece of information generally
probabilistic not deterministic and the broadcast messages is
more dominant than the unicast messages. Proactive caching
is an efficient technique to reduce the peak traffic rate and
the delivery sum rate. This is achieved by storing parts of the
popular content, at various nodes in the networks, before being
requested by the users. In practical sense, proactive caching
can minimize the total cost of transmission, as transmitters can
optimize the time of caching to be in less congested times.
Wireless networks with caches were studied extensively
in recent research [2]–[8]. In [2], a novel two phase
communication model that mirrors the probabilistic and
broadcast message characteristics was studied. A number
of independently generated messages, each corresponding
to one piece of content, is available during the first

transmission phase, i.e. the content placement phase. During
the second transmission phase, i.e., the content delivery
phase, each receiver has a deterministic demand for one of
the message. The main difference compared to the traditional
communications is that the transmitter and receiver need to
optimize the channel use for both phases jointly, where the
demand is probabilistic for the first phase. The authors in [2]
formally introduced the communication over a cache-aided
interference channel and derive its degrees of freedom in
terms of the cache size. An information-theoretic framework
for the analysis of cache-aided communication was introduced
in [3] in the context of broadcast channels. It is shown in [3]
that the availability of caches in a broadcast setting provides
a coded multi-casting gain. While the aforementioned works
considered a one time slot delivery phase, other works
studied a more general multiple time slot delivery phase
[4]–[8]. In [4], the content placement is optimized while the
transmitter being oblivious of the demands statistics. In [5],
a cache-aided small-cell system is considered, and the cache
placement is formulated as maximizing the weighted-sum of
the probability of local delivery. The authors in [6] studied
the load-balancing benefits of caching in ad-hoc wireless
networks. In [7], content placement is optimized for fixed
capacities small cells. In [8], caching for peer to peer systems
was studied, the authors modeled the traffic in peer to peer
systems and developed a modified complementing peer to
peer caching algorithm.
In this paper, we assume that the delivery phase is composed
of multiple time slots, where each user requests a file delivery
in a different time slot. As such, joint broadcast coding, e.g.,
[3], cannot be used. While the works available in literature
delivers the requested information via independent messages
in the delivery phase, we show that we can still get the
benefit of joint broadcast coding if the placement and delivery
phases are carefully designed to accommodate for the delivery
over multiple time slots. This is achieved by exploiting the
broadcast nature of the channel where a receiver can make
use of the information sent to other receivers to update its
own cache. Moreover, we show that constantly updating the
caches instead of using one time slot placement phase further
minimize the delivery rate. In particular, we consider two
demand scenarios, and propose two caching schemes that

aim to minimize the expected delivery sum rate. In the first
demand scenario, we focus on the case of two mobile units
(MUs) with changing file popularities, i.e. with a increasing
or decreasing probability that a give file is requested. The
MUs store parts of the files cached at the BS in their caches
before making any demands. Missing parts of the requested
files will be transmitted by the BS at the time of demand.
The proposed scheme enables joint coding (i.e., encode the
missing information of a certain MU and update the caches
of other MUs) even though the files are delivered at different
time slots, and hence, reduces the expected delivery sum
rate. In the second demand scenario, we study the K MUs
case with decreasing file popularities. The proposed scheme
jointly encodes the delivery of files over different time slots
and shows a reduction in the expected delivery sum rate.
Numerical results are provided to show the merits of the
proposed schemes, over conventional caching schemes, in
terms of reducing the delivery sum rate.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows, the system
model is described in section II, the first demand scenario is
investigated in section III, while the second demand scenario
is studied in section IV. The numerical results are presented
in section V and we conclude in section VI.

Fig. 1: Cache aided cellular network
Our objective is to design the information transfer through
the placement and delivery phases to minimize the amount of
information sent in the delivery phase. We propose schemes,
for the aforementioned file demands scenarios, that jointly
encode the missing information of a given MU and the update
of the other MUs caches.

II. S YSTEM MODEL

III. T HE F IRST D EMAND S CENARIO

We consider a broadcast channel, where a base station (BS)
communicates with K mobile units (MUs). The BS and MUs
are assumed to be equipped with one antenna each and have
limited size caches. The BS has a database of K cached files
F = {F 1 , F 2 , ..., F K }, each of size N bits; while each MU
has an N bit cache that equals the size of one file. A block
diagram describing the system model is shown in Fig. 1.
The transmission from the BS to the MUs occurs over two
phases, the placement phase and the delivery phase. During the
first phase, i.e., the placement phase, the caches of the MUs
are filled with information that is a function of the files F
stored at the BS up to the caches size N . During the second
phase, i.e., delivery phase, a MU requests one of the files
{F i ; i ∈ {1, 2, ..., K}} and during this phase the BS sends
any missing information of the file that can not be extracted
from the user local cache. The MUs files demands are assumed
to arrive at the beginning of different time slots, and the BS
satisfies each request during its time slot at the placement
phase. The files requested by the MUs are not known at the
placement phase, but their popularity (the probability that a
MU requests a file) at any time instant is known a priori to
the BS.
We consider two different file demands scenarios. In the first
scenario, we assume that the file popularity is changing over
time (i.e., it can be either increasing of decreasing). While for
the second scenario, we assume the file popularity decreases
after it is demanded, that is to say the probability that a file is
demanded m times is less than the probability it is demanded
m − 1 times, and all files are assumed to be equally popular
at the onset of the delivery phase.

The caching problem has been extensively studied for files
popularities that do not change over time [2], [3], [5]–[7]. As
a result, caching the most popular files at the placement phase
was found to br optimal in terms of the delivery phase rate.
Antithetically, caching the most popular files at the placement
phase is not optimal when the files popularities change over
time. For instance, in a more practical situation the average
files popularities in a certain geographical area covered by a
certain BS or in a certain sport event changes and/or fades
with time. Or, the average files popularities of a new movie
released on Netflix may fade over time, as a MU will be less
likely to re-watch the movie after the first time. That said,
in the majority of practical applications, the assumption of
the non-changing files popularities will lead to a sub-optimal
solution of the sum rate of the delivery phase.
In this section, we study the first demand scenario for the
two users case. For the ease of notations, the two files available
for demand at the BS are denoted {A, B} instead of {F 1 , F 2 }.
Let PiA and PiB be the probability of demand for file A and
B at the ith time slot, respectively. Assume without loss of
generality that file A is more popular at the first time slot,
while file B becomes more popular in the second one.
A. Caching whole files
If file A is cached at both MUs at the placement phase;
and file A is requested during the first time slot, then the
first time slot delivery rate will be zero. On the other hand, if
file B is requested during the first time slot, then the first
time slot delivery rate will be P1B N . Hence, the expected
delivery rate during the first time slot is P1B N . Similarly, the

Fig. 3: Users cache at the placement phase
Fig. 2: Delivery probability tree for two user channel
of size SA at the first and second MUs, respectively, such that
second time slot expected delivery rate depends on the cached
content. If file A is demanded in the first time slot, the second
cache would contain file A. On the other hand, if file B was
demanded in the first time slot by the first MU, then the second
MU cache can be updated to store file B. For the remainder
of this section, all rates are normalized(with respect to N ).
Fig. 2 shows all the demand possibilities during the two time
slots and the associated delivery. Consequently, the expected
sum rate of the two delivery time slots if file A is cached at
the placement phase can be written as
RA

= P1A P2B + P1B P2A + P1B

(1)

=

P1A (1 − P2A ) + (1 − P1A )P2A + (1 − P1A ) (2)

=

1 + P2A − 2P1A P2A ,

(3)

while if file B is cached at the placement phase. The expected
delivery sum rate can be expressed as
RB

=
=
=

P1A P2A + P1B P2A + P1A
P1A P2A + (1 − P1A )P2A +
P1A + P2A .

(4)
P1A

(5)
(6)

The delivery phase rate can be minimized by choosing the
file to be cached at the placement phase depending on the file
popularities (P1A , P2A ). Hence, the minimum expected delivery
sum rate if one file is cached at the placement phase can be
formulated as
∗
Rwhole
= min{1 + P2A − 2P1A P2A , P1A + P2A }.

(7)

Āi ⊆ Ai ;

(8)

where A ⊆ B means that B has all the information in A.
Equation (8) implies that file A is completely cached into the
caches of the two MUs. Similarly, {B̄1 , B̄2 } are two nonoverlapping equally sized parts of file B, i.e., |B̄1 | = |B̄2 | =
1
2 , and the BS caches parts of file B, i.e., {B1 , B2 }, both of
size SB at the first and second MUs, respectively, such that
Bi ⊆ Bi∗ ;

i = 1, 2,

(9)

Equation (9) implies that file B is partially cached into the
caches of the two MUs.
2) Delivery Phase: If the first MU demands file A at the
first delivery time slot, then the BS transmits
C = (A − A1 ) ⊕ B1 ,

(10)

and the first MU XOR C with B1 to extract A − A1 , where ⊕
represent bit by bit XOR, and A−B represent the information
in A that is not B. The second MU XOR C with A − A1
(which is a part of A2 ) to extract B1 , and then update its
cache by replacing a part of A2 with B1 as the popularity
of file B increases in the second time slot. As a result, the
updated cache of the second MU has B1 and B2 of size 2SB
and a part of A of size (1 − 2SB ). At the second time slot, the
BS transmits a part of size 2SB if file A is demanded by the
second MU or a part of size (1 − 2SB ) if file B is requested.
On the other hand, if file B is demanded by the first MU
at the first delivery time slot, then the BS sends

B. Caching partial files with joint coding
While the previous scheme is restricted to caching the whole
files. We will show that if files are split and MUs cache parts
of each file, the expected delivery sum rate is further reduced.
1) Placement Phase: Let SA and SB be the normalized
sizes (with respect to N ) of parts of files A and B, respectively,
that are cached at the placement phase at each MU, i.e., SA +
SB = 1 (as shown in Fig. 3). Our target here is to find the
optimal cache at the placement phase (in terms of SA and SB )
to minimize the expected delivery sum rate.
Let SA > SB at the placement phase and {Ā1 , Ā2 } are
two non-overlapping equally sized parts of file A, i.e., |Ā1 | =
|Ā2 | = 12 , where |X| denotes the cardinality of file X. Also
assume that the BS caches parts of file A, i.e., {A1 , A2 }, both

i = 1, 2,

C = {B2 ⊕ B1 , B − {B1 , B2 }}.

(11)

As such, the first MU extracts B − B1 , while the second MU
updates its cache to include the whole file B that becomes
more popular for the coming second delivery time slot and
caching it is instantly optimal. At the second time slot, the
BS transmits nothing if file B is requested by the second MU,
while it transmits the whole file A if it was requested by the
second MU. The delivery phase sum rate for this scheme is
RAB

=

P1A SB + P1B SA + P1B P2A + 2(P1A P2A )SB
+ P1A P2B (1 − 2SB ).

(12)

Given that PiB = 1 − PiA and SA = 1 − SB , then
RAB

=

1 + P2A − 2P1A P2A + (4P1A P2A − 1)SB . (13)

Hence, the minimum expected delivery sum rate if parts of
files A and B are cached at the placement phase and SA > SB
can be formulated as
∗
RAB

min 1 + P2A − 2P1A P2A + (4P1A P2A − 1)SB

=

SB

1
subject to SB ≤ .
(14)
2
The solution of the expected delivery sum rate minimization
problem in (14) depends on the sign of (4P1A P2A − 1), as
the problem represents a one-dimensional linear optimization
problem. If 4P1A P2A ≥ 1, then the term (4P1A P2A − 1)SB is
∗
positive and the minimizing value of SB is 0, i.e., SB
= 0
and the resulting minimum delivery sum rate is given as
∗
RAB

=

1 + P2A − 2P1A P2A ,

if 4P1A P2A ≥ 1, (15)

which is intuitively equals the value of its counterpart in (3).
On the other hand, if 4P1A P2A < 1, then term (4P1A P2A −1)SB
∗
= 21 ,
is negative and the minimizing value of SB is 12 , i.e., SB
and the resulting minimum delivery sum rate is given as
∗
RAB

1
+ P2A ,
2

=

if 4P1A P2A < 1.

(16)

Similarly if SA ≤ SB at the placement phase, i.e file B is
fully cached while file A is partially cached at the combined
cache of the two MUs, the delivery phase sum rate would be
= P1A SB + P1B SA + P1A P2A + P1B P2A , (17)

RAB

=

(2P1A − 1)SB − P1A + P2A + 1.

(18)

Hence, the minimum expected delivery sum rate if parts of
files A and B are cached at the placement phase and SA ≤ SB
can be formulated as
∗
RAB

=

min (2P1A − 1)SB − P1A + P2A + 1
SB

1
.
(19)
2
Since file A is more popular at the first delivery time slot, then
P1A > 21 and (2P1A − 1) is positive. The minimizing value for
∗
SB is 21 , i.e. SB
= 12 . Accordingly, the minimum delivery sum
rate is
1
∗
RAB
=
+ P2A .
(20)
2
By comparing (3), (6), (16), and (20), one can see that caching
file B which is the less popular at the first delivery time slot
(in (6)) always yields higher delivery sum rate compared to
storing file A (in (3)) or storing half of each file (in (16)
and (20)). Moreover, caching the whole file A is optimal if
P1A P2A > 1; while caching half of each file is optimal if
P1A P2A < 1. Finally, the minimum delivery sum rate can be
expressed as


1
A A
∗
A
R = P2 + min
, 1 − 2P1 P2 .
(21)
2
subject to SB ≥

The conventional caching schemes in the literature split the
cache of each MU equally between the K files. This results
in a delivery rate of K−1
K N per MU, and hence, the delivery
sum rate for conventional caching would be
Rcon = (K − 1)N.

(22)

In this section, we propose a caching scheme that is able to
further reduce the delivery sum rate of the MUs.
3) The Placement Phase: The BS splits the lth file into
a number of K(K − 1) subfiles {Fijl ; l = 1, 2, ..., K; i =
1, 2, ..., K; j = 1, 2, ..., K − 1}. In the placement phase, MU
l
m stores subfiles {Fmj
; l = 1, 2, ..., K; j = 1, 2, ..., K − 1}.
4) The Delivery Phase: As the delivery phase is assumed
to happen over K time slots, at the ith time slot of the delivery
phase, the BS delivers the file demanded by the ith MU
while updating the caches of the remaining K − i MUs. For
example, assume without the loss of generality, that the first
MU requests file F 1 at the first time slot. The BS has to deliver
the remaining (K − 1) subfiles {Fij1 , i = 2, 3, ..., K; j =
1, 2, ..., K −1} to the first MU, while at the same time updates
the caches of the remaining K − 1 MUs. Accordingly, the BS
transmits
1
1
1
1
1
1
{F21
, F22
, ..., F2K−1
, F31
, F32
, ..., F3K−1
, ...,

and given that PBi = 1 − PAi and SA = 1 − SB , then,
RAB
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1
1
1
2
3
K
FK1
, FK2
, ..., FKK−1
} ⊕ {F11
, F11
, ..., F11
2
3
K
2
3
K
F12
, F12
, ..., F12
, ...., F1K
, F1K
, ..., F1K
}.

Since
The
second
part
of
the
XOR
K
3
2
3
K
2
3
K
2
}
, ..., F1K
, F1K
{F11
, F11
, ..., F11
, F12
, F12
, ..., F12
, ...., F1K
is already cached at the first MU, it will be able to decode
the first part which contains the missing parts of F 1 . On the
other hand, MU l; l = 2, ..., K will be able to replace the
subfiles of file F 1 stored at its cache with subfiles of the
other files F l ; l = 2, 3, ..., K. In the previous process each
1
of its cache. After
MU other than the first MU will update K
the update the cache will be equally shared between K − 1
files totally eliminating file F 1 , which reduces the delivery
rate for the next delivery time slots.
In a similar fashion, in the next time slots the cache of the
remaining MUs is updated by eliminating the demanded file
and replacing it with parts of the remaining files. At the t
time slot time slot, an MU would either demand a partially
cached file with probability Ptnew or has a repeated demand
for an eliminated file with probability Ptold . At each time slot,
the cache of the remaining MU is equally split between K − l
files, where l is the number of files that was already demanded.
Let L be the expected number of files to be demanded once,
the expected delivery sum rate for decreasing file popularities
would be

Rd (L)

where ψ is the digamma function, and the expected delivery
sum rate if all files are demanded only once is

L−1
X

K −l−1
N + (K − L)N
K −l
l=0
!
L−1
X 1
K−
+ (K − L) N
K −l
l=0
!
K
X
1
2K − L −
N
C

=

=

=

(23)

Rd (K) = (K − (ψ(K + 1) + γ)) N,

(27)

where γ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. As discussed in
(24) the beginning of this section, the expected delivery sum rate
without using our proposed scheme is (K − 1)N ; hence, the
coding gain Rgain of our proposed scheme if all files are
(25) demanded only once is given as

C=K−L+1

Rgain

(2K − L − (ψ(K + 1) − ψ(K − L + 1))) N,(26)

=

= R − (K − 1)N
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Fig. 4: Normalized expected delivery sum rate of the first scenario for different values of the file popularities.
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Fig. 5: Normalized expected delivery sum rate of the second
scenario.

In this paper, we studied proactive caching for a cellular
network with one BS and multiple MUs. We proved that proactively updating the local finite caches and jointly encoding the
files delivery to the MUs over different time slots minimize
the delivery sum rate. In particular, for the first scenario where
the file popularities are increasing or decreasing over time,
storing the less popular file is always inferior whatever changes
happen to the popularities over time.
Further, using joint encoding is superior for some values
of file popularities, while storing the most popular files at the
beginning of delivery phase is superior for the other values.
On the other hand, for the second scenario, replacing the less
popular files with their more popular counterparts minimizes
the expected delivery sum rate.
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V. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, we provide numerical results that show the
merits, in terms of the expected delivery sum rate, of the
proposed schemes. Fig. 4 compares the expected delivery sum
rate for the first demand scenario for different values of the file
popularities. Three schemes are presented in Fig. 4: “Caching
most popular file [4]” represents caching of file A only at
the placement phase as in [4] or as in (3), “ Joint coding and
caching, 1st scheme” denotes caching parts of both files A and
B and jointly delivering both files as in (20), and “Optimal
caching, 1st scheme” is for alternating between the previous
schemes depending on the file popularities as in (21).
Fig. 4 shows the performance of our two users scheme and
compares it to the (caching most popular file) scheme. Each
of fig. 4a, 4b, 4c shows the performance of a certain value for
P1A and different values for P2A , while fig. 4a, 4b, 4c shows
the performance of a certain value for P2A and different values
for P1A . As can be seen in Fig. 4a, joint coding and caching
is always optimal regardless the value of P2A . Similarly, in
Fig. 4d joint coding and caching is always optimal regardless
the value of P1A . On the other hand, for larger values of P1A
in Fig. 4b and Fig. 4c, the optimality is conditioned on the
value of P2A . Similarly, for larger values of P2A in Fig. 4e
the optimality is conditioned on the value of P2A . Finally in
Fig. 4f, caching the most popular file (for P2A = 0.5) is always
optimal regardless the value of P1A . The figures shows that our
scheme can minimize the transmission rate used in proactive
caching for a big portion of the file popularity values where
the gain can reach .5 of the rate used by (caching the most
popular file) scheme.
Fig. 5 compares the expected delivery sum rate of the
second demand scenario for the case of joint coding and
caching in (23) to caching without joint coding as in [4] or
in (22). As can be seen, joint coding and caching is superior
in terms of minimizing the expected delivery sum rate. Fig.
5 additionally reveals that the sum rate gain Rgain grows with
increasing the number of MUs.
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